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A Cadence Creek Christmas Harlequin Romance Cadence Creek Cowboys
Take a second chance in Cold Creek with a fan favorite from New York Times bestselling author
RaeAnne Thayne. Fifteen years later, Quinn Southerland still hadn't forgiven Tess Claybourne
for treating him like the dirt beneath her boots. But the widowed nurse tending his ailing
mother was a world away from the spoiled homecoming queen Quinn had known. Yet she was just as
achingly beautiful, still arousing the old bittersweet longing for something he could never
have. Or could he? That fierce attraction still burned between them. This could be their second
chance…if they let love lead them where their hearts longed to go…. Originally published in
2009.
They met at a wedding… Will they say 'I do’? It’s wedding photographer Harper’s job to capture
other people’s happy ever afters, but she doesn’t believe in one for herself. Until she meets
ruggedly gorgeous best man Drew. Having offered to be a surrogate for her best friend, Harper
tries to fight their instant chemistry, until Drew sneaks past her defenses. But she’s about to
learn this extraordinary man has an extraordinary secret! Marrying a Millionaire duet Book 1 —
Best Man for the Wedding Planner Book 2 — Secret Millionaire for the Surrogate “A lovely
setting, well-written characters and a completely believable conflict make for an engaging
read.” RT Book Reviews on Hired: The Italian’s Bride “Love and romance artfully knitted in a
well-written story featuring family, new traditions, and how one successful woman forged a new
path in life.” Goodreads on A Cadence Creek Christmas
First published in 1973, this remarkable book about life in a small turn-of-the-century
Wisconsin town has become a cult classic. Lesy has collected and arranged photographs taken
between 1890 and 1910 by a Black River Falls photographer, Charles Van Schaik.
Welcome back to Jewell Cove with this heartwarming novella, where this holiday season, there
happens to be no room at the inn... When a December Nor'easter roars up the eastern seaboard,
Jewell Cove cop Todd Smith spends his day off being a Good Samaritan to stranded holiday
travelers. But when the roads close and Todd can't make his way home, he discovers that the
Evergreen Inn is full up. Until another Good Samaritan opens her doors and offers him a place
to stay... Lainey Price is not looking forward to Christmas, but just because she's not filled
with the holiday spirit doesn't mean she's going to turn Todd out into the stormy night. Even
if it means offering the handsome police officer the couch in her tiny cottage. But when the
weather takes a turn for the worse, the two are snowed in for a wintry evening by the fire.
With Christmas only a few days away, can Todd convince Lainey to open her heart to the
season...and love?
Her Rancher Rescuer
Christmas at Evergreen Inn
The Rebel Rancher
Secret Millionaire for the Surrogate
Marry Me Under the Mistletoe
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in America Set in an addicts' halfway house and a tennis academy, and
featuring the most endearingly screwed-up family to come along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential questions about what
entertainment is and why it has come to so dominate our lives; about how our desire for entertainment affects our need to connect with other
people; and about what the pleasures we choose say about who we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite Jest
bends every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its own entertainment value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration of
the passions that make us human - and one of those rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do. "The next step in fiction...Edgy,
accurate, and darkly witty...Think Beckett, think Pynchon, think Gaddis. Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic
The tycoon’s forbidden flirtation…with the heiress! Will Pemberton’s plan was simple: find Gabi, his brother’s runaway bride, and protect
his famous family from the press. Until their dangerous attraction threatens a bigger scandal! Gabi’s wedding might have been fake, but
Will’s growing feelings for the misunderstood heiress are dangerously real. Falling for Gabi risks his family and the life he’s worked hard to
turn around…is it one risk he’s willing to take? Mills & Boon Forever — Be swept away by glamorous and heartfelt love stories.
Unlocking the rebel's heart With his break-your-heart smile, rodeo star and rebel Ty Diamond has a reputation that should have Clara
Ferguson running scared-not straight into his arms! Ty knows he needs to take it easy with Clara-her past has left her with a bruised heart and
she's determined never to rely on a man again. But Ty isn't all he seems-and his gentle side shakes Clara's resolute independence to breaking
point....
"Number three [Somebody's Baby] in Alward’s Darling, Vermont, series is a fantastic friends-to-lovers tale featuring a true-to-life wary-ofcommitment couple." - RT Bookreviews Veterinarian Rory Gallagher chose a different path from his brothers, both of whom became first
responders in the lovely little town of Darling, Vermont. Rory’s always had an affinity for animals—and the ladies. Known for his impressive
track record in breaking hearts, Rory never meant to hurt anyone; he’s just never been in a hurry to settle down. It’s not as if he needs to
pay a visit to the town’s famed Kissing Bridge to magically find love. He’ll know The One when he sees her. . .right? Oaklee Ferguson is the
kid sister of Rory’s best friend—and, even now that she’s all grown up, remains immune to the pet-doctor’s charms. When she shows up at
Rory’s clinic late one night—devastated after hitting a stray dog with her car—Rory’s so-called “bedroom eyes” are the last thing on her
mind. Still, his care and kindness toward the dog, and his concern for her feelings, catches Oaklee by surprise. . .and soon the two (and rescued
dog makes three!) begin to share a deep connection that neither could have ever imagined. Could it be that love has been waiting for them by
the bridge all along?
A Cowboy To Come Home To
A Cadence Creek Christmas
The Silenced
If Winter Comes
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The Late Age of Print
Single dad Rick Jenner tries to forget his attraction to Providence, Rhode Island toy shop owner Andrea Fleming, but his daughter places her hopes in the
spirit of the Christmas season.
Friendship? Melissa Stone has done a fine job of avoiding her former best friend Cooper Ford. She was devastated when she discovered her husband was
cheating on her, and felt doubly betrayed that Cooper had known all along.… Forgiveness… But she can't ignore him forever—especially now that they're
working together on a charity project! And as she and Cooper get closer again, she confides in him her plans to start a family—alone. Fatherhood! Cooper
wants to be there for her this time—but would he really consider being the father of her baby…?
Small-town gal Amy Wilson is ready to escape the confines of her temp job with rancher CEO Jack Shepard. But one kiss has her thrown off guard and
Jack is secretly hoping she will change her mind about leaving to chase her dreams and just stay along for the ride.
Free-spirited journalist Grace McKinnon is happy jet-setting from one adventure to the next. That is, until work beckons her back home for Christmas, to
Beckett's Run—the cozy winter wonderland that contains everything she ran away from years ago, including childhood sweetheart J. C. Carson…. Blazing
into town in her red convertible, Grace nearly runs J.C. off the road! And working together to organize the Christmas festival, sparks fly even as their past
looms between them. But with the first snowflakes falling, will Grace be able to resist J.C. under the mistletoe…despite all their differences?
Mistletoe Kisses with the Billionaire
Miracle in Bellaroo Creek
The Cowboy's Christmas Gift
Journeys Through Bookland
The Cowboy's Convenient Bride
Fall in love with Donna Alward's Jewell Cove holiday romance, CHRISTMAS AT SEASHELL COTTAGE-an exclusive e-book
that will warm readers' hearts. It's Christmas in Jewell Cove, and local doctor Charlie Yang finds her quiet, steady life
disrupted by both an abandoned baby in the nativity manger and a real-life mystery man. Sure, she's always wanted a
family of her own, but she didn't imagine it coming from a baby that wasn't hers and a man who was more interested in
living day by day than making long-term plans... Ex-SEAL Dave Ricker hadn't planned on making Jewell Cove his forever
home, but the talented and tender-hearted Charlie has him reconsidering his position on settling down. Can a beautiful
woman, adorable baby, and a small town full of holiday spirit change his mind for good? Don't miss the other books in
Donna Alward's Jewell Cove series! "A wonderful romance, packed with family drama, a sexy hero, an incredible old
house. You'll fall in love from the very first page."-Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author on The House
on Blackberry Hill
FOR HER DAUGHTER Laura Jessup is used to the rumors--everyone in tiny Gibson, Montana, thinks she's a homewrecker. And Laura can handle that if it means protecting her daughter from her sweet girl's father. Only hunky EMT
Tanner Hudson seems immune to the gossipmongers. The solution he proposes--a marriage in name only!--might just be
crazy enough to work...if only Laura can keep her heart out of it. Tanner wasn't sure Laura would accept a platonic
marriage, even though it would stop the rumor mills and get his own family off his back. But as the wedding draws closer,
Tanner worries that his plan is working a little too well. He's falling for Laura, hard. They thought they were ready for
marriage, but are Tanner and Laura prepared for real love?
A "lot lizard" is a female hooker who works a highway truck stop as her territory. When trucker Bill Ketter looks for a little
relaxation and release, he discovers, too late, that he has bitten off more than he can chew. In fact, his lot lizard is the one
who does the biting-she is a vampire, one of a number who move from one truck stop to the next under the watchful and
vicious eyes of the repulsive Carsey Brothers. Against his will, Bill becomes one of the undead. He follows the brothers
and their cargo to another stop where he meets his ex-wife and children, and Bill finds himself battling the vampires and
their age-old leader for the life of his teenage son.
The first rule of wedding planning… Be prepared for anything! Wedding planner Adele Hawthorne is prepared for
wedding hitches…but not for the best man to be Dan—her ex! They’re thrown together at every turn, and Adele can’t
escape their chemistry or the fact that her heartbreaking reason for leaving him all those years ago hasn’t changed. With
just days before Dan leaves their winter wonderland, can he convince Adele they still have something worth fighting for?
Contemporary American Composers
Merry Christmas, Darling
A heart-warming Christmas romance not to miss in 2021
Somebody's Baby
A Darling, VT Christmas Romance Novella
From New York Times bestselling author Victoria James comes a heartwarming love story about family, forgiveness, and the true
meaning of "home." Janie Adams has been a single parent to her nephew since he was a baby. Fifteen years later, she’s finally
found out who his father might be, so the two of them travel across the country to find him. She’d do anything for this kid. But
when they arrive in the small town of Wishing River, Montana, and Janie finally meets the ruggedly handsome cowboy she’d been
told had abandoned his son, his shocked response changes everything. Aiden Rivers can’t dispute this is his kid when he sees his
own features staring back at him, but he had no idea Janie’s sister was pregnant when she left him. He didn’t even know she had a
sister—clearly they’d all been lied to. Now he has fifteen years of fatherhood to make up for and no idea how to be a dad. This was
never in his plans. Janie sticks around to help him ease into parenting, everything from showing him how to lure a sulky kid out of
his bedroom to keeping up with the latest teen-speak. Together, they surprisingly make a good team, this city girl and country boy.
But when the past catches up with them, Aiden and Janie must decide what’s best for the boy who's connecting them, not only for
each other...which could mean splitting them apart. Each book in the Wishing River series is STANDALONE: * The Trouble with
Cowboys * Cowboy for Hire * Wishing For A Cowboy * Mail Order Cowboy
One small town… Whoever said a broken heart was the end of the world had never met Milla Brady! In desperate need of a
distraction, she sets her sights on reviving her parents' bakery. But when a tall, handsome blast from the past turns up, Milla's
calm feathers are distinctly ruffled! One big miracle! Ed Cavanaugh could only watch when his brother walked all over Milla's
dreams—he always knew she deserved better. So, seeing her looking beautiful and content, he promises not to leave Bellaroo Creek
until he tells her what he wanted to say all those years ago….
A fake engagement… …might lead to a festive "I do"? In this Heirs to an Empire story, tycoon Christophe and gemologist Sophie
have always been attracted to one another. Yet they’ve never gone beyond friendship—Sophie wants happy-ever-after, and he
avoids it at all costs. But when Sophie finds herself in need of a fake fiancé, Christophe steps in. It’s meant to be an act, but they
can’t escape their chemistry and now they’re wondering… Could real love be waiting underneath the mistletoe? Heirs to an Empire
miniseries Book 1 – Scandal and the Runaway Bride Book 2 - The Heiress’s Pregnancy Surprise Book 3 – Wedding Reunion with
the Best Man Book 4 – Mistletoe Kiss with the Millionaire “A beautifully written contemporary romance from an outstanding
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storyteller, The Heiress’s Pregnancy’s Surprise is a poignant, nuanced and warm-hearted tale that sparkles with delightful charm,
compelling emotional drama and searing intensity.” -Goodreads “Ms. Alward wrote a wonderful, sweet and emotional story that is
not to be missed. She provided a tale rich with sizzling chemistry, revealing conversations, and other charming characters…. I
highly recommend Scandal and the Runaway Bride to other readers.” -Goodreads
A CHRISTMAS AFFAIR? Returning to Crooked Valley is more terrifying than the battlefield to ex-soldier Duke Duggan. Still, Duke
has an important reason to be back—to take control of his late grandfather's ranch. But being thrown headfirst into his old life
makes Duke feel like a fish out of water. That is, until he sees Carrie Coulter again. Twenty years may have passed but the
chemistry between them is stronger than ever. When Duke threatens to sell the ranch, Carrie, the foreman, realizes she could lose
her livelihood. But no decisions will be made until after the holidays. Until then, they have time to explore the feelings that draw
them to each other. Together, can they come up with a way to keep the ranch…and the burning love between them?
A Jewell Cove Novel
Christmas at Seashell Cottage
Scandal and the Runaway Bride
A Darling, VT Novel
Inside

When a young woman inherits a rundown mansion, the last thing she expects to find is the key to her heart... Abby
Foster is a fish out of water in the Maine coastal town of Jewell Cove. The crumbling Foster estate, left to her by a
relative she never even knew, has everyone's eyes on her—an eerie reminder of the long-buried family secrets that
have haunted her...forever. Single, stunning, and sometimes too strong-willed for her own good, Abby's plan is to sell
the house and hightail it back to Nova Scotia. But another part of her is intrigued by the idea of starting over
somewhere new—and finally learning the truth about her heritage. THE HOUSE ON BLACKBERRY HILL Enter Tom
Arseneault. The best contractor in Jewell Cove, Tom is determined to restore the beauty and prestige of the Foster
mansion—and maybe even work his charms on its beautiful new heir. The attraction between him and Abby is
undeniable, and the more time Tom spends on the house the more he wants to be in it with her. But Abby's not sure
she can trust him—or anyone in Jewell Cove who seems to know more about her family history than she does. Home:
Is it really where the heart is after all? "Oh, my silly heart be still. This is a wonderful romance, packed with family
drama, a sexy hero, an incredible old house. You'll fall in love from the very first page."—Debbie Macomber, #1 New
York Times bestselling author
She was always his best friend’s girl… But then their whole lives changed Widow Cadence Grigg is slowly putting her
life back together—and raising her infant son. By her side is her late husband’s best friend, Zach Cardenas, who can’t
help his burgeoning feelings for Cadie and her baby boy. Though determined not to fall in love again, Cadie might find
that Cupid has other plans for her happily-ever-after…
A stolen fling... An unexpected Christmas gift!
A Cadence Creek Christmas Brooding rancher Rhys Bullock has been burned far too many times in the past. So when
city girl Taylor Shepard comes to town to organise a Christmas wedding he's sure she'll be gone in a few days But
resisting her is another issue...can one winter romance last for all time? How to Marry a Princess Alice BravoCalabretti was expected to conduct herself like a proper princess. But the hot new stable hand was a scandal waiting
to happen. His bold blue eyes and come-hither smile could tempt a Bravo Royale to misbehave. Until Alice discovered
her penniless groom was an American tycoon looking for a princess bride
Christmas Baby For The Billionaire (Mills & Boon True Love) (South Shore Billionaires, Book 1)
A Cold Creek Homecoming
Mistletoe Kiss with the Millionaire
Borneo and the Indian Archipelago
Wedding Reunion with the Best Man
"Lara [Mayhew], a congressman's media assistant, suddenly quits her job--and disappears on the way to her
Washington, DC, apartment. Novice FBI agent Meg Murray, a childhood friend of Lara's, gets a message from
her that same night, a message that says she's disillusioned and 'going home.' To Richmond, Virginia. Meg
discovers that she never got there. And bodies fitting Lara's description are showing up in nearby rivers...Could
she be the victim of a serial killer? Meg is assigned to work with special agent Matt Bosworth, a hard-nosed pro
in the FBI's unit of paranormal investigators--the Krewe of Hunters...As Meg and Matt pursue the possibility of a
serial killer, they find themselves in the middle of a political conspiracy. Is there a connection? If so, has Lara
been silenced for good? And whom--besides each other--can they trust?"--Page [4] of cover.
With shades of It’s a Wonderful Life, one man must face his past to find his future this Christmas. In the last
year, George's life has drastically changed. The formerly homeless veteran now has a job he likes, a family in the
residents of Darling, VT, and for the first time in years, a home. But while his present is good, he's still haunted
by the past, a past that appears shortly before Christmas when the older sister of his brother-in-arms hunts him
down and finds him in Darling, working at the Ladybug Garden Center. Amy’s looking for closure for her family
after her brother's death in the Middle East, but the serious man she finds working in Vermont doesn’t resemble
the soldier she remembers from years before. This man is hardened and yet somehow fragile, too, and in her
desire to find out what really happened to her brother, she learns more about George than she ever expected.
With a little Christmas magic and the whole town supporting them, can these two bruised hearts make a future
together?
It's Christmas in Donna Alward’s Cadence Creek… Taylor Shepard has come to Cadence Creek to organize her
brother's Christmas wedding. Organizing such a special event might be a little bit stressful—but she can't deny
she’s swept away by the town's holiday charm…and by brooding rancher Rhys Bullock. Loner Rhys has been
burned far too many times in the past. He's sure he has city girl Taylor all figured out—she'll be hightailing it
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straight back to the city in a few days! But as the snow starts to fall, Rhys and Taylor embark on a tentative
winter romance. Could Taylor be the Christmas present Rhys never even knew he wanted?
Bulletproof Trilogy, Book 1 “This book is my idea of the perfect vacation read — a fast-paced thriller mixed with
a dash of romance.”—First for Women Magazine Virgil Skinner served fourteen years for a murder he didn’t
commit. He’s finally been exonerated, but he can’t escape the gang he joined in order to survive. They’ll do
anything to keep him from telling what he knows. And if they can’t get to Virgil they’ll go after his sister and her
kids. The California Department of Corrections needs someone to infiltrate another gang, one that’s taking
control of the state’s most notorious supermax. Virgil agrees to do it under an alias—in exchange for his sister’s
protection. Chief Deputy Warden Peyton Adams is opposed to having Virgil in her prison. How will she protect
him if things go bad? Besides, she’s far too attracted to him; she might even be falling in love with him. That
makes her all the more desperate to keep him safe—and it gives him someone else to lose. Originally published
in 2011
Lot Lizards
A Proposal in Provence
Wishing for a Cowboy
A New and Original Plan for Reading, Applied to the World's Best Literature for Children
A Father for Her Child

"Contemporary American Composers" by Rupert Hughes. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
A family wedding… …An unexpected reunion Twelve years ago Arabella Pemberton and Burke Phillips
were in a life-changing car accident. Though Burke escaped with surface wounds, successful
businesswoman Bella still carries the physical and emotional scars of that night. When they're reunited at
a wedding in Italy, old feelings reignite, and Bella realizes that Burke is the one person she can truly share
herself with, the one person who can show her what she’s been missing… An Heirs to an Empire novel
Heirs to an Empire trilogy Book 1 – Scandal and the Runaway Bride Book 2 – The Heiress’s Pregnancy
Surprise Book 3 - Wedding Reunion with the Best Man “This was the first time I've read a book written by
Donna Alward and I'm sure I'm going to read more because I've devoured The Heiress's Pregnancy
Surprise in record time.” -Goodreads “Ms. Alward wrote a wonderful, sweet and emotional story that is not
to be missed. She provided a tale rich with sizzling chemistry, revealing conversations, and other
charming characters…. I highly recommend Scandal and the Runaway Bride to other readers.”
-Goodreads
A mayor tries to win the election—and a journalist's heart—in New York Times bestselling author Diana
Palmer's popular story, IF WINTER COMES. Charismatic Phoenix mayor Bryan Moreland had already won
the devotion of his constituents, and was well on the way to bringing reporter Carla Maxwell to his
side…until she found out that the heart-stoppingly handsome leader wasn't all he claimed to be. Rumor
had it the popular politician was an embezzler. It was just a rumor, Carla told herself. As a reporter, she'd
have to get to the bottom of it, but as a woman, she wanted nothing more than to lose herself in sexy
Mayor Moreland's arms. Or was that exactly where he wanted her, for reasons other than love and desire?
Here, the author assesses our modern book culture by focusing on five key elements including the
explosion of retail bookstores like Barnes & Noble and Borders, and the formation of the Oprah Book Club.
Red Men and White
Deck the Halls
Everyday Book Culture from Consumerism to Control
Spanish Vistas
Best Man for the Wedding Planner
Come home for Christmas in Darling, VT...and the magic of the holiday season! Hannah Gallagher is a woman who
knows how to get things done - and the annual literacy benefit is no exception. There's just one problem: her headlining
author has canclled. Where can she find a celebrity to fill in, this close to Christmas? It's just her luck that her brother's
best friend and hockey superstar, Cam Collier, is in town for the holidays. It doesn't take long for Hannah to imagine him
reading to kids at the local library - and all that money pouring in. Sidelined with his second concussion, Cam takes the
opportunity to spend Christmas with his family. He's barely in town twenty-four hours when Hannah Gallagher hits him up
to do a charity event, and Cam knows he must decline. Of course Hannah doesn't understand his reasons...because he's
holding onto a secret that he's never shared with anyone. He'll make it up to her, though, by donating an amazing item for
the silent auction. And the fact that he gets to spend time with his best friend's hot older sister is a definite perk. Things
are heating up between them, and it looks like this is destined to be a sizzling holiday fling. Especially as Cam's health is
improving and he's counting the days until he can rejoin his team. But then feelings get in the way...and fears, too. Can
they move past their insecurities to change this Christmas to remember to a Christmas that lasts forever?
An escape from scandal… …rescued by the tycoon! PR assistant Anemone Jones loves working in Paris for the glamorous
Pemberton family…until she discovers she is in fact their half sibling! When the scandal hits the tabloids, it’s her gorgeous
boss, Phillippe Leroux, who sweeps her off to his idyllic home in Grasse. Phillippe’s proposal in Provence gives Annie
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breathing space to process her new life—and even find a place in his… Heirs to an Empire miniseries Book 1 – Scandal
and the Runaway Bride Book 2 - The Heiress’s Pregnancy Surprise Book 3 – Wedding Reunion with the Best Man Book
4 – Mistletoe Kiss with the Millionaire Book 5 – A Proposal in Provence “As usual, Alward writes an emotional story, in
amazing settings with vivid imagery for both setting and the emotional journey of the hero and heroine…. Her books are
not to be missed.” -Goodreads on Wedding Reunion with the Best Man “A beautifully written contemporary romance
from an outstanding storyteller, The Heiress’s Pregnancy’s Surprise is a poignant, nuanced and warm-hearted tale that
sparkles with delightful charm, compelling emotional drama and searing intensity.” -Goodreads
A Jewell Cove Story
One Winter's Night
The Twelve Dates of Christmas / Frozen Heart, Melting Kiss / a Cadence Creek Christmas
Wisconsin Death Trip
The House on Blackberry Hill
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